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ABSTRACT

production of high multiplicity clusters of secondaries in the reaction

pp -• ppir n n w at 19 GeV/c is investigated. The experimental distribution of

versus mean for the pion rapidities jhows, compared to simple one

models, ao excess of events in the regions where a single diffraction

diMociation proce»« la expected to popalate.

A BMtttod based on the Cramer von Mises statist teal test combined with an opera*

mctbod for selection of quasi two body reactions if used for investigation of

effects in phase space caused by different reaction mechanism».

Iba analysis indicaUs that the distribution of experimental events in phase space

ka* mainly two population centers, one consisting of events with the klnematical

•osllfuration expected from a single diffraction dissociation process.

from application of various methods for selection of quasi two body

T—CUCPS are compared with similar investigations at other incoming momenta.

A «o*p«riaon with the reactions #*p - pf*ir*w+w~ir~ at 16 OeV/c shows that the

»•nplt* of single diffraction like events fulfil the factorization property.



tm interesting problem ia analysis of high multiplicity reactions is the question of

formation". Several cluster models f t ] have been developed »long these

for tnsticft the fireball model». In this picture high multiplicity reactions

** to proceed in two steps, formation of clusters and their subsequent

decay. The chuters should manifest themselves as a tendency of final state

Particles to group together in momentum, velocity and rapidity.

Daring the last years the so called two component models [l 1 have beten developed.

According to these, the interaction of high energy reactions can be divided into

classes, the diffractive and the multiperipheral processes. In the former class

(or both) of the incoming particles dissociate into systems of secondaries with

quantum numbers as the dissociated particle [2].These diffractively

systems form clusters of secondaries in the forward and/or backward

dtr«otioBS. Experimentally several phenomena have been observed which are

Marpreted a* effects of single diffraction dissociation (S.D.D.). On the other hand,

indications of doable diffractive processes have been found [3] .

investigations of diffractive phenomena at high multiplicities have been of

•Mai inclusive type in which one has incomplete knowledge of the outgoing particles.

R is therefore of importance to perform exclusive studies to get further informa-

tio» about diffractive phenomena in high multiplicity reactions.

The analysis has often been based on operational selection methods [4, 5, t>]

wfcffia utilize some (mown properties of such phenomena to define subsamples of

"diffraction produced" and other quasi two body events. The properties of these

avfemunplss will to a great extent be determined by the selection methods chosen.

application of a »election method, one should have indications that the

of the sample into subclasses is at all meaningful. If the production of a

MftJtfB final »tats proceeds via more than one mechanism, the distribution in

space (or the reaction will in general show "clustering effects", i .e . the

production mechanisms populate the phase space differently,

b loajs eases such clusterings can be directly established from the distributions

o# » M M suitable variables, but in other cases these properties eta be detected

asJy through statistical analysis of the phase space distribution. If a sample shows
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I*-.""',- clustering effects, the next step could be to apply an operational aelection method

5:, is order to examine which reaction mechanism* rained the effacta.

|^|;.' : "1(tte terminology "clustering in phase space" should be carefully distinguished
i'.-'.-'.X. '• • ' • i

'«*V from "cluster formation". The former notation concerns the distribution of events
; f : £ * • . ' • • • • • • •

.;;:;.. in phase space, whereas the latter concerns the kinematical configuration of
v f c \ . ' '••
..: secondaries within individual events.

In this report we present an investigation of possible cluster formation, in

«>:.• • particular diffraction dissociation and other quasi two body processes, in the

••;••/ .nMpct ton

:...'. + + - -
•*j". PP - p p » ft ft K (i)

at 1» GeV/c incoming momentum. In the investigation we have examined various

. ; . dlajlributions in order to trace different production mechanisms for reaction (1).

Further, we have used a statistical method for detection of clustering effects in

phase space distributions. We have then applied some operational selection methods

which divide the sample into subsamples kinematically corresponding to different

quasi two body reactions. We also present results from the combination of the

statiKtical method with an operational selection method. We then discuss some

features of the "diffract!ve" class of events obtained. Our results are compared

to analogous observations performed at other energies. Finally, properties of the

diffraction produced systems (ptr it it"n") obtained in reaction (1) and in w p

at ir> GeV/c are compared, and the factorization hypothesis is tested.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

TJw experimental sample, consisting of 722 events of type (1), is based on 90 000

seamed babble chamber pictures exposed in the CERN 2 m hydrogen bubble

chamber. For reconstruction, identification and analysis of these events the CEHN

program chain THRESH-GR1ND-SLICE-SUMX [7] has been used.

Tha experimental work has been performed within the Scandinavian Bubble Chamber

Collaboration in Copenhagen, Helsinki and Stockholm. About half of the sample

hs* bsw measured on a Spiral Reader device, whereas the other half has been



I on conventional manual devices (ENETRA). fa Stockholm the program

SLICE ha* been modified to include automatic hypothesis selection basad on

Information (e.g. ionitatk») from the scanning and the kinematical reconstruction

(programme GRIND).

The criteria applied to the sample have been similar at all the laboratories.

Hypotheses giving fcsur constraint fits (4C) in the kinematical reconstruction

are always preferred to hypotheses giving one constraint fits (1C).

2
Prom the distribution of x -probability of all primarily accepted hypotheses, a

cut at P i • 0.01 is found to be suitable. Events giving fits for more than one
A 2

4C-bvnothesis are very rare, but for these the one with the highest \ -probability

is cho*en. To assure as little contamination with iC-hypotheses as possible, ail

3C and 2C fits were excluded from the final sample. The cross section of reaction

(1) at 19 GeV/c has been determined to be 0.42 + 0.04 mb.

3. MODELS USED IN THE ANALYSIS

m the analysis simple phenoraenological models are applied to reaction (1).

Theoretical distributions based on various parametriiations have been obtained

with aid of the Monte Carlo programme FOWL [ 8 ] . The parameters in the matrix

elements were chosen from comparisons (by eye) of the experimental and generated

distributions of: a) the four momentum transfers between incoming and outgoing

protons and b), the longitudinal and the transverse CM momenta for protons and

pions.

Fig. la and b show how well the different parametrizations fit the experimental
CM

p. distributions of protons and pions. Mo close fit to the data has been attempted

with any of the matrix elements used. The main purpose of the parametrizstions is

not to describe the experimental distributions In detail, but rather to get a general

knowledge of bow the peripheraiity of the protons and the limited transverse

momenta of the pions »re mirrored in various distributions.



3.1 Peripheral phase space

We have used the following peripheral phase space parametrizatton:

4 2

l T ! ~ = e x F r a ( | t i * | tp |> + b (E p ( « ) ) ] . (2)
pi V2 i=l ' l

Here l and t are the four momentum transfers from the incoming to the

secondary protons, and p (ff.) are the transverse momenta of the produced pions.

For each of the incoming protons there are two |t |-values out of which the smaller
P

one is used in (2).

The form (2) of the matrix element has been used by others [9, 10] and is found

to give a quite good overall description of experimental data. The two parameters

a and b in (2) were adjusted to the values:

a = -1.5

b = -4.5 .

3.2 Inclusion of A(1236) production :

The £(1236) state is abundantly produced in reaction (1) (Fig. 2). To investigate .

the effect cf this resonance production on various distributions, we have also used f

the following modification of matrix element '2): j

2 4 2 !
|T | =exp[a f ( | f | + | f | ) + b ' ( E pi <».)>]* j

p i P2 *=* I
( 3 )

BW )] .

J-1.2 j=3,4

o
"1 r c ( Z BW..) +C ( Z BW )] .

1=1,2 l) i=l,2 J

The factors BW stand for Breit Wigner functions of the simplest form:

BW t\ . (4)
1 (M M ) 2 A

M Q and T are the central mass value and the full width at half height of the A(1236)

resonance respectively, and M is the effective mass of the (p. ir) system. The

factors C and C° were adjusted by eye to fit the experimental M(pff+)- and

dictributions (Fig. 2).



The factors L> used in (2) are here replaced by t1 » t - t m m (i = 1,2),

the reduced four momentum transfers. Empirically it has been found that use of

t' instead of tp gives a better simultaneous fit to the experimental single

particle distributions used in the comparison.

The following values of the parameters a* and b* in (3) were chosen:

a' - -1.8

b1 « -4.5 .

In Fig. 2 one notices that this parametrization gives a A-peak displaced towards

higher M(pff)-values compared to the experimental distribution. The more

realistic P-wave Breit Wigner function should have given a better agreement

with the experiment, but the detailed shape of the resonance peak doe? not affect

the conclusions in the following.

3.3 A multiperipheral pararaetritation

A simple multiperipheral parametrization [9, 11], in which meson (M) and

baryon (B) exchange are included, has also been applied.

We have considered four graphs (Fig. 3), each having a contribution to the amplitude

of the form:

5 b + s a f t ) a t

Here s. is the square of the subenergy of particles i and i-H in the multiperipheral

chain, t is the corresponding four momentnm transfer, and aft) is either an

effective meson trajectory (OL.(t)), or a baryon trajectory (a_(t)). The factors
ajtj a* B

e are conventionally parametrized residue functions. The model (5) can be

considered as a simplification of the usual CIA-parametrization [ l 2 ] . We follow

an approach similar to Ref. [11] and put:



= * - -

a = 0 (all i)

= b, = 2

= V

For simplicity the graphs have been added incoherently and with equal weights.

4. MEAN AND DISPERSION OF PION RAPIDITIES

Berger et al. [13] have suggested a dispersion parameter, based on the rapidities
A f iW f*M f^M å^M

of the secondary particles (y = - I n [(E +p )/(E - p )]), which can
2 \J Li

be used to investigate the presence of different reaction mechanisms in an experi-

mental sample. In this procedure one neglects the most leading particles, which

in inclusive reactions are defined as the secondary particles with the largest

magnitudes in rapidity. From the rapidities of the remaining (n-2) particles within

each event, the mean (y) and dispersion (s ) are formed:

y = —2 ( z y.) (6)

n"2 - 2
> >

In inclusive pp-reactions at high energies [14], one has found prominent structure

in the two dimensional distribution of a versus y. At low multiplicities one has

two dominating peaks at small s and large absolute values of y. This structure

is interpreted as a manifestation of target and beam diffraction dissociation. With

increasing multiplicity, a region around y = 0 and at large s becomes more and

more populated, and the diffractive peaks disappear at the highest multiplicities.

The distribution of s versus y for our sample is shown in Fig, 4a. Here the

secondary protons are taken as the leading particles and consequently disregarded



in the calculation of y and s . No clear structure can be observed at our energy,

in contrast to the observations made at higher energies for the same multiplicity.

This difference shows that single diffraction dissociation cannot be a dominating

mechanism for reaction (1) at this energy. On the other hand we cannot exclude

the presence of such processes because the limited phase space at our energy

causes a larger interference between different mechanisms, compared to higher

energies.

Fig. 4b shows the s -distribution (the projection of Fig. 4a on the y-axis). The

predictions of the peripheral phase space (3) and multiperipheral parametrizations

(S) are also given. One notices that the experimental distribution shews a weak

indication of a dip at s **• 1.0, whereas the two parametrizations each has only one

peak in the s -distribution. Also in the two dimensional s - /-distribution each

model gives one pronounced accumulation center, contrary to the experiment.

To further investigate the differences between experiment and model9, we have plotted

the distribution of y for events with s £ 1,05 (Fig. 4c). This peak persists when

a more restrictive cut, s * 0.7, is applied. The experimental distribution thus

populates the two regions with small s and large |y | to a much higher extent

than the models do. This means that the experimental sample contains an appreciably

larger fraction of events in which all of the pions have a tendency to follow one of

the protons than the simple one component models do predict.

5. ASYMMETRIZATION OF THE EVENTS

In pp-reactions all distributions must exhibit forward-backward symmetry in the

CM system. At 28 OeV/c [5] one has studied the possibility to obtain more informa-

tion by breaking this symmetry in the following way. In every separate event the

positive direction is defined so that the proton with the largest magnitude of rapidity

is always going forward. Figs. 5 and 6 show these "ordered" distributions in

rapidity for protons and pions respectively. Here the first plon has larger rapidity

than the second sto.. In order to simplify the discussion, we have only considered

events in which the secondary protons go into opposite hemispheres in CM. These

events constitute 95 % of the sample. In Fig. 5 one observes that the y-distribution

at the protons going "forward" in CM are more peaked than the protons going
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"backward", and that the y-distribution of the pions are displaced towards the

backward going proton.

Similar observations have been done at 28 GeV/c [5 j . The observed features »re

expected in S.D.D. events, but we have investigated if they could be of other origin

in the following way.

We assume that the two secondary protons in each event are independently and

equally distributed in y. The added distributions in |y| for the two protons are taken

as their common distribution f( |y |) . These assumptions imply:

sdyjUyg!) » f<ly,!) • *(iy2l) • <8>

Here g( |y. j , |y |) is the two dimensional distribution of the proton rapidities.

The following equality defines the cumulative distribution function H (|y|) of the

largest proton rapidity within each event:

HL( |yo l ) = P ( m a x ( | y 1 | f | y 2 | ) < | y o | ) - J C / f(u).f(v) dv] du =

= j f(u) P(u) du .
o

H t( |y j) is by definition the probability that the largest |y|-value does not

exceed |y |). The last equality in (9) gives the frequency h (|y|) of the larger
O Lt

rapidity:

J^ = hL(|y|) - f(|y|) • F(|yl) . (10)

In the same way the frequency distribution of the smaller rapidity is found to ber

(11)

Using the relations (10) and (11), the frequency distributions of the larger and

smaller rapidities can be calculated, As before, the positive longitudinal direction

is defined so that the proton with the largest |yj is going forward. The result is

shown in Fig. 5 (full drawn curve). Evidently the generated y-distributlon describes

the experimental distribution well. A \"-\emt gives a probability of 0,25 that the

two samples are drawn from the same population.



To further investigate to what extent the observed features of tne ordered rapidity

distributions are of kinematical origin, we have applied the above described

"asymmetrization" on the sample of simulated events, generated with the aid of

matrix element (3). The results are shown in Figs. r> and 6. Evidently the model

reproduces the experimental distributions well. It should be noted that, apart

from the ^-production factor, the two protons are treated in exactly the name

way in matrix element (3).

The investigation shows that the main features of the asymmetrized longitudinal

distributions of the secondaries in pp-reactions can be well described as kinematical

reflections of the peripherality and the four momentum conservation. Thus very

little new insight is gained from the asymmetrization procedure, contrary to the

claims in Refs. [5] and [10] . In particular, no evidence is obtained for, or against,

the presence of single diffraction dissociation processes.

6. A STATISTICAL METHOD TO TEST THE PRESENCE

OP DIFFERENT REACTION MECHANISMS

2
6.1 Survey of the ui -method

In the introduction we pointed out the possibilites of establishing the presence of

more than one production mechanism for a particular reaction with the aid of

statistical methods.

In such a method (introduced by Ludlsm and Slansky [15, 16, 17]) for detection

of clustering effects in the distribution of events in phase space, one examines the

distribution of one variable (q), measured for each of the secondaries in the events.

A suitable choice for q is the longitudinal CM momentum or the rapidity. For

each event an Individual cumulative distribution function is formed:

w -1 • <i2>
Here k i* the number of secondaries within the event which have q-values less

than q , and n i* the total number of secondaries considered in each event. The
o

average cumulative distribution F(q) of the whole sample (N events) is then

formed:
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F(q) = v r S
n (q) . (13)

N i = 1 n.i

If the experimental sample has only one population center in phase space ("no-

clustering" case), the N functions S (q) should fluctuate around the average
n

function F(q). If, one the other hand, the sample has two or more distinguishable

population centers in phase space, (for example, due to the presence of different

reaction mechanisms) the differences between the S (q) and F(q) should tend to be
n

larger than in the no-clustering case. To each separate reaction mechanism

corresponds a partial cumulative distribution function F(q), and the events within
each center have S (q)-functions that fluctuate around the partial distribution

n

function, and not necessarily around the average distribution function of the whole

sample.

The discrepancy between the S (q) distribution for an individual event and the

average iistribution F(q) of the whole sample considered is measured with the

statistic [18, 19]:

- n ; (Sn(q) - F(q) ) 2 <>(F(q))-f(q) dq (14)
-co

${F) is a non-negative weight function, and f(q) = F'(q)>

2 2
We follow Ref. [18] and use the expression n w instead of only w [15, 16, 17].

n n

The express i n (14) is the so called Cramer von Mises statistic, which was original-

ly used for- testing the (simple) hypothesis that n independent observations q . . .q

all are distributed according to the function F(q) [18], The distribution of nu

under a true hypothesis is known, and it turns out that this distribution for fixed
2

n is independent of F. The statistic nco has (under a true hypothesis and for
0 = 1) the mean and variance:

2 1
E[n«n ] » g (independent of n) (15)

Vartnu,/] - £ - ^ . (16)
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However, a realistic event has two characteristics. First, due to four momentum

conservation, the observations q . ..q (e.g. the longitudinal momenta of n second-

aries) are not Independent; and second, different types of particles are lr. genera!
2

not equally distributed in q. The nu -distribution generated from an experi-
n

mental sample of events is thus dependent on F even if the sample has only one

population center in phase space.
To investigate how the dependence between the observations and their unequal

2
distributions will affect the nu> -distribution, one has to make simulations. With

n

the aid of Monte Carlo technique [8] , one generates events according to "single

mechanism" models which give no-clustering reference distributions in phase

space. It then turns out [15] that the nu -distributions for the simulated samples

are displaced towards lower values compared to the ideal case of independent
2

and equally distributed observations, and therefore the means (nu ) arc con-
1 n

slderably smaller for simulated samples than the ideal value - .o
However, according to Ref. [15], in samples with one population center, the shape

2
of the nu) -distribution is rattier Insensitive to changes in the distribution of then
observable* q . . . . q . In other words, for samples generated by a single mechanism

model, the ui2-method is rather "robust" against changes in the F-distribution.

This is a crucial property which makes it unnecessary to create no-clustering

reference samples with F-distributions very close to the experimental one.

2
In summary, the nw -distribution of an experimental sample should always be

compared to corresponding distributions obtained from samples each with only one

population center in phase space. If the experimental and reference distributions

agree, probably no large clustering effects are present in the sample investigated,
2

whereas a shift of the experimental no) -distribution towards higher values
n

compared to the reference distributions indicates that the experimental sample
2

has more than one population center in phase space. The sample mean <nu> >
n

is a good measure for comparison of these distributions.
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2
6.2 Modifications of the x -method

2
We have studied some modifications of the u) -method. In order to at least partly

overcome the difficulties with mutually dependent and unequal distributed observa-

tions j . . .a , we have only considered the q-values of the produced pions and

consequently disregarded the protons. Experimentally it is known that the distribu-

tions of pions and protons are very different in p and y, whereas ff and it have

quite similar distributions in longitudinal variables. We have thus investigated both
2

the statistics 6uJ_ , us
D

q-vaiues of the pions.

2 2
the statistics 6u)_ , using the q-values of all secondaries, and 4u) , using only the

In all previous investigations the weight function 4> has been put equal to unity.

We have also used a modified weight function:

(17)

2
This choice is motivated in the following way. In the original u) -test the values

S (q) are, for fixed F and for a true hypothesis, binomially distributed with mean

and variance:

E l s
n ( q ) ] = F<q> <*8)

Var [S <q)] = ^ • F(q) (i-F(q)) . (19)

Dividing the expression [S (q) - F(q)] in (14) by F» (i-F) thus in a certain sense

"equalizes the sampling error over the entire range of q" [19], In the original

test, the form of the weight function should be chosen according to what power

(i.e. probability to reject a false hypothesis) one wishes the test to have against
2

certain alternatives. This requirement is carried over to the u -method. The

weight $ = 1 means that all discrepancies between S (q) and F(q) In the ends of the

q interval are supressed by the factor f, and it is mainly the discrepancies

between S (q) and F(q) in that part of the q-interval where f has its maximum which
2 2

contributes to the value of nu . With «P ~ 1/F(1-F), the w statistic is more

sensitive than with 4> a i to events which S (q) functions mainly deviate from F in the

wings of the f-distributlon where F or (1-F) is small.
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The two weight functions considered can therefore be used for detection of

different reaction mechanisms. Both weights, and in particular i> = 1, are

expected to be sensitive to the presence of S.D.D., but the weight 0 = 1/F(1-F)

should also be sensitive to the presence of other quasi two body processes in which

one group of secondaries goes backward and the other forward in CM.

2
If the u) -method indicates clustering effects, it could be meaningful to apply

operational selection methods, which separate events corresponding to different

reaction mechanisms. Thus, the origin of the clustering can be investigated.

One should note that, due to interference effects, it is impossible to get "clean"

subsamples of events produced through only one reaction mechanism, This is

especially true for high multiplicity reactions. Therefore, even in the most

favourable cases, one can only hope to define subsamples dominated by specific

reaction mechanisms.

2
To examine the effectiveness of a particular selection method, the oi -method

can be applied separately on each subs ample. One then uses the distribution
2

function F of each subsample in the calculation of no) . I f the separation method

is effective, the subsamples should, compared to the total sample, show better

agreement between experimental and reference distributions.

7. APPLICATION OF OPERATIONAL SELECTION METHODS

Several operational methods for selection of quasi two body reactions have been

proposed and applied on experimental samples [20] . In this investigation we

have used three methods. In the first one, the secondary particles within each

individual event are ordered in a "rapidity chain" according to the magnitudes

of the rapidities. The largest rapidity gap between adjacent particles in this chain

is ussd to define the border between the two groups of final state particles, i .e .

"clusters". The candidates to single diffraction dissociation are those events in

which the largest rapidity gap separates one proton from the remaining secondaries.

The results in Table i show that the "max(Ay)" method gives a considerable class

of events in which one of the clusters contains two protons and the other only pions.

This type of event we do not consider to be an effect of any true quasi two body

process, and therefore we introduce a second method regarding only the gaps
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situnted between the two protons in the rapidity chain. With this definition, bach

of the two groups of particles will contain one proton.

In the third selection method, the secondaries going forward in CM define one

elusU-r arid the secondaries going backward, the other ("hemisphere" method).

In this investigation we have concentrated on the second method "max(Ay) ",

whereas the two other methods are mainly used for comparison with other

experiments.

The values in Table 1 show that the hemisphere method gives a considerably

smaller fraction of events in the "single diffraction" class pp — p/pir n t n

and a smaller percentage of events with "baryon exchange" (AB^O) compared to

the max(/iy) method. On the other hand, the hemisphere method gives a some-
PP

what larger amount of events with "charge exchange" (AQ+0) than the other two
methods. Here baryon exchange i B is defined as i B = IB -t | = |B -11,

F o
where B and B are the baryon numbers of the group of particles goingF B

forward and backward in CM, respectively. Charge exchange AQ is defined

analogously.

For all applied selection methods, the experimental sample has a much smaller

fraction of the class pff rr /pir'ir" (ÄQ»2) than of the class pu+rr~/pn ir~ (A<£=0).

If positive and negative pions have the same distributions in longitudinal phase

space, 3imple combinatorial probability predicts the ratio of the fractions of the

two classes pff rr /pff IT and pff v /pir it to be 1:2. Experimentally the ratio

is found to V 1 '.8 i 0.6 with the max(Ay) method, 1:2.8 ±0.5 with the

max(Ay)^ method and 1:2.2 + 0.3 with the hemisphere method.

The abundant production of A (1236) in reaction (1) can be used as a test of the

separation methods. If these are meaningful and effective, one should have no
++

& (1236) formation between the single secondary proton and any of the two

positive mesons in the class p/pff v ir~ir~. Fig. 7 shows this effective mass i

distribution with the max(Ay) method applied to the sample. This method gives

the largest single diffractive sample. The curve is obtained from parametrization

(3), which involves A -production. The model distribution has its maximum at
2

w l . 5 GeV/c , whereas the experimental sample shows a somewhat different

shape with a maximum at a higher mass value and with no visible A-peak. Thus,

with the max(Ay) method, the lone proton in the S.O.D. class seldom forms a
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A with one of the pions. Similar results are obtained with the other selection

methods.

The experimental results obtained with the max(Ay) method have been compared

with predictions from the parametrizations (3) and (5), which are given in Table 2.

From this one concludes that the cylindrical parametrization (3) is unable to

predict the large fraction of events in the class p/pir ir ff if , whereas the mult i-

peripheral parametrization (5) gives a better prediction in this case. In the latter

model charges of the pions are disregarded, and therefore we cannot discriminate

between classes differing in pion charge in this case. Experimentally the class

pv /ptr 9 9 is more frequent than the class pV /pff it 9 for all selection methods.

This effect is probably due to the different cross sections for production of L (1236)

and A (1236). The parametrization (3) is unable to predict this large difference.

Investigations similar to ours have been performed on reaction (1) at 12, 24

and 28 GeV/c incoming momenta [4, 5 ] . Results from these energies are also

quoted in Table 1. The fraction of the S.D.D. class pp -* p/pir v ir~n~ is seen to

increase with energy for both the max(Ay) and the hemisphere method. From the

known channel cross sections of reaction (1) at 12, 19, 24, and 28 GeV/c and

from the percentages given in Table 1, the partial cross sections of the process

PP ~* p/p* 9 i~9~ can be calculated at different energies. The result is given in

Table 3 which also contains a value obtained at 205 GeV/c [21] in which work

the single diffraction dissociation sample was defined by selecting events where

one proton is separated from the other particles through the largest gap in pseudo-

rapidity fj and where, further, AT) 2- 2.5 and M (pffWir") s 40 (GeV/c2) . Here,

7}* m(tanA/2) where • is the laboratory production angle. Table 3 shows

that .ae 8.D.O. cross section is clearly increasing with incoming

momentum.

As a comparison it should be mentioned that the non strange S.D.D. cross section

in the semi-inclusive reaction pp - six charged particles has been estimated at

12 and 24 GeV/c [22]. Essentially the max(Ay) method was used for defining the

samples. It was found that also this semi-inclusive cross section is higher at

24 than at 12 GeV/c.
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For both classification methods, the large difference in percentage between

the classes pir ir /pir tr and pir it /pir ir observed at 19 GeV/c is also present

at the other energies. The ratio between the fractions of these two classes is in

general appreciably larger than the prediction 1:2 obtained from the assumption

of equal distributions in longitudinal phase space for positive and negative pions.

This demonstrates that charge exchange AQ = 2 is suppressed.

The difference between the classes pff /pit it it~ and pn'/pn it v~ has a tendency

to decrease with energy, probably due to a decrease of the A(1236) production

with energy.

The fraction of events with both protons in the same group (AB^O) is mud) larger

for the max(Ay) than for the hemisphere method at all energies, and it decreases

rapidly with energy. These features are consistent with a quasi two body model.

With the max(Ay) method, most events in this class have one group consisting of

a singie pion (80% at 19 GeV/c). At low energy, the pions emerging from

one vertex could frequently gain so much energy that a configuration is

formed where one pion is separated by the largest rapidity gap from the

remaining secondaries. On the other hand, only pions in one hemisphere

should bo a less probable configuration in a quasi two body reaction.

Therefore, in this picture the max(Ay) method is expected to give a larger

fraction ot events in the class considered than the hemisphere method.

When the energy increases, the longitudinal distance between the two formed clusters

is expected to increase, whereas the distances within the clusters between the

constituent ir' ; i t s are expected to stay quite constant with energy for a given

multiplicity [20 ] . With increasing energy the selection methods are therefore

expected to become more and more efficient for separating the two clusters in

quasi two body reactions.

Another explanation of the decrease in the fraction of the class considered would

be a multiperlpheral mechanism in which the amount of baryon exchange decreases

with energy.
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8. RESULTS OF THE U)2-ANALYS1S

8.1 Analy wia of the total sample

2
Fig. 8a shows the experimental and reference distributions of 4u>. for the total

samples. The simulated distributions are generated from the peripheral phase

space parametrlzatlon (2) and the multiperipheral parametrization (5). As

observations q . . . .a in (14), we have chosen the longitudinal momenta of the

secondary pions (n=4).

2
In Table 4 the sample means <4u>. ) are given together with the corresponding

2 2
<6ouc )-vahiea for 0 = 1. For comparison we also give <4io > with 4> = l /F(i-F).

6 4

The errors presented in Table 4 and 5 are statistical only. We have here neglected

the uncertainty in the F(q) distributions caused by the limited samples. In the
2

calculation of nu , the integration in (14) is performed with the simple rectangle

method. The finite length of the intervals introduces an uncertainty in the obtained
2

n<*3 -value. We have investigated this source of error simply by changing the
n

partition of the q-interval. The uncertainty in the integration was found to be

negligible compared to the statistical error.

The results show that the experimental sample means are considerably higher

than the reference values. The shape of the experimental and reference distribu-

tions are different, the former being more flat than the latter. According to the

general considerations in Sect. 6.1, these discrepancies indicate the presence of

clustering effects in the experimental sample.

The results in Table 4 shew that, in the sample means, the discrepancies between

experimental and reference distributions are very similar for both n=4 and n=6.

The protons therefore do not seem to give any extra information about the
2

clustering in phase space. A similar conclusion was made in an a) -analysis of

K'p reactions at 13 GeV/c [15].

2 1

The results also show that the (4o>. > values are more close to the ideal value-

than the <6a>.) values, reflecting the fact that the requirements of independent

and equally distributed observations are better fulfilled in the first case. Due to
2

this comparison, we decided to use 4u. in the continued investigation.



Table l also gives the results obtained from an a' -analysis at 28 GeV/c per-

termed on the reaction (1) [16]. The multiperipheral parametrization stands here

for a CLA-parametrization [12], which, involving more parameters to be fitted,

is more complicated than the parametrization (5) used in this experiment. At 28 GeV/

all secondaries (n = 6) have been used throughout the investigation.

2
The discrepancies between experimental and reference values of (6co ) are

6

similar at the two energies. It should be desirable to have corresponding results

from lower and higher energies to study how this effect varies with energy.

For a certain final state, the events involving resonance production generally

populate phase space differently compared to non-resonant events. Consequently

we must investigate if the observed effects could be due to formation of the A(1236)

resonance, which is known to be frequently produced in reaction (1) (Fig. 2). We

have therefore used the matrix element (3), which roughly describes the experi-
+ - 2

mental M(pff ) and M(pff ) effective mass distributions, to create a 4co. -distribu-

tion in the usual way. The corresponding mean values are given in Table 4.

Evidently inclusion of resonances involving only two secondaries, such as &(1236),doe
2

not have any large effects on the (nuJ ) values. This was also shown in Ref. 16
n

through the use of a CLA-parametrization which included production of A(1236) and

2
For completeness we have also made an to -analysis using transverse pion
momenta as observables q . . . q . Here we obtained a quite good agreement

2
between the <•:•>< ri, nen tal and the reference distributions in 4 to. . The sample

mean.-* were found to be 0.173 ±0.007 and 0.158 * 0.005 for the experimental and

reference distributions (peripheral phase space) respectively. This result shows,

as expected, that the transverse variables give less information than the longitudinal

ones about clustering effects.

Finally, we have investigated whether the use of longitudinal rapidities as

observables q . . . .a give more information than longitudinal momenta. It was

then found that the discrepancies between the experimental and reference values

are about the same for the two choices of observables. We conclude that use of

qsp or q=y is not critical for the result of the analysis.
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2
8.2 Robustness of the u: -method

Fig. 8 shows that the two single mechanism models give very similar n<x -
n

distributions in agreement with the general considerations in Sect. 6.1. We have
2

in particular investigated the robustness of the me -distribution against iar^.-0 2
changes in F. For this purpose we have generated a nu) -distribution from an
sample of events with matrix element equal to unity, "pur»- phase space".

2 2
The sample means (4w. ) and <6OJ ) are given in Table 4. The results show

2 4 6
that (4<t) ) for the phase space sample is very close to the values obtained for

2
other simulated samples, whereas the (6u). ) value is very high, even higher

o
than the experimental one.

o
The conclusion is that high (n« )-values are not necessarily caused by clustering

n
effects in phase space. In general a sample with one pronounced population center

2
will give a smaller (nu )-value than a sample with one less distinct cluster in

n

phase space. The samples generated according to peripheral phase space (2) and

pure phase space give an example of this effect. Due to the constraints on the

protons and the pions in peripheral phase space, the population of pure phase space

events will be more even within the kinematical limits than that of peripheral phase
2

space; consequently, a larger (noj )-value is obtained in the first case. This is in
n

accordance with the results in Ref. 15 which showed that a less constrained sample
2

gives a larger (nu) )-value.n
2

The above considerations demonstrate the limitations of the u -method. The
2

discrepancies between experimental and reference values of <nw > quoted in

Table 4 must be regarded only as an indication, not as a proof, that the experi-

mental sample shows clustering effects. One cannot exclude the possibility that

there exists models which describe reaction (i) well and at the same time do not

give any strong clustering effects.
2

8.3 Combination of the u) -method with an operational selection method

To investigate the origin of the effects described in the last section, we have

applied the selection method max(Ay) flSsct. 7) to the experimental and si moisted

samples, and then grasratsd the 4u>. -distributions for each subsample separately.
2

In the definition of 4 « 4 (Eq, 14) we still use the F-distrlbution of the total sample

considered. As we have not discriminated between positive and negativs pions
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in the definition of subsamples, the selection method gives three classes of final
2

stages: p/pmnnr, pn/pmrn and pim/pmr. The (4co ) values of the experimental and

generated subsamples are given in Table 5 for $ = 1.

•>

Figs. *b-d and 9 show the 4w "-distributions of the selected subsamples for

t - 1 and V = i/F(l-F).

The results presented show that mainly the class pp -* p/pw it n if is

responsible for the large discrepancies between the experimental and reference
2

distributions of 4to .The other two classes show good agreement between experi-

ment and models.

As can be seen in Figs. 8 and 9, application of the weight i> = i/F(i-F) in (14)

gives the 9sme general result as ^ s i . With the former weight function the

reference distributions of the three classes are more similar than with the latter

weight function. This illustrates the general consideration made in Sect. 6 about
2

the sensitivity of the w -method for various expressions of 0. The weight

# = 1/F(1-F) gives a more "neutral" test than M l , which only emphasizes

deviations in the class pp -p/pir it ir"ir~.

2
8.4 Investigation of the subsamples with the ui -method

Guided by the results presented in the preceding section, we have first divided

the total sample into two parts, a "dissociative" and a "non-dissociative" class

and then investigated the homogenity of these subsamples.

2
Figs. i'.K. and b show the 4u> -distributions of these two experimental subsamples

together with the corresponding distributions of the reference samples. In all
2

cases the weight function tj> =• 1 is used, and each <4u>. )-value is calculated with

respect to the F-distribution of the particular subsample to which the event

belongs. The corresponding sample means are given in Table 5.

The dissociative class ha? been treated in a special way. The sample consists of

events in which the group of the four pions either goes forward or backward in

CM, which means that the class has two clusters in phase space. This is also the

case for the dissociative classes of the reference samples. However, It is
2

necessary to have reference distributions in no) generated from samples that
n
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have only one population center. To achieve this for the dissociative subsample,

the positive longitudinal direction is for that class defined in such a way that the

solo proton always goes forward in CM.

2
A comparison of Figs. 10a and b with Fig. 8a and of the (no; )-values in Table 5

with those in Table 4 shows that the two subsamples agree much better with the

reference distributions than the total simple does. The operational selection

method applied is thus quite effective for dividing the experimental sample into

two parts which do not show any further clustering effects.

In analogy with the treatment of the total sample, we have made a further division

of the non-dissociative sample into the subsamples pp - pff/ptmff and pp - pirn/pirn.

The distribution function of the non-dissociative sample is then used in (14).

The experimental and reference distributions in 4UJ show then good agreement

for the two subclasses. This is also the case with >ji = 1/F(1-F), which, according

to the discussion in Sect. 6, should be sensitive to the presence of other quasi

two body reactions besides S.D.D. Therefore, as far as can be inferred from the
2

u -analysis, a further division of the non-dissociative class is not meaningful.

9. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE CLASS p/ptrVffV

The analysis presented in Sect. 8 gives Justification for a division of the experi-

mental sample of reaction (1) into two subsamples of which one contains candidates

to a S.D.D. process.

We have studied some properties of this subsample. In order to judge to what extent

the observed features are simple consequences of four momentum conservation,

peripherality and of the particular selection methods chosen, we have compared

our results with predictions from the simple parametrizations described in Sect. 3.

Fig. 11 shows the effective mass distribution of the system (pit v ir'tT) in the class

pp-p/pw f fifobtained with the max(Ay) selection method. The curves are

predictions of the parametrizations (3) and (5). Evidently, even these simple

models are able to describe this distribution well. Further, no trace of any

"diffractive peak" is visible in the distribution, contrary to the observations made
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io:- the same reaction at 205 GeV/c[21], but In that experiment the dlffractive
2

peak extends up to 6 GeV/c , which should cover the whole accessible mass inter-

val at our energy.

The reduced four momentum transfer t1 to the (pw ir w w ) system from the in-

coming proton, with the max(Ay) and the hemisphere method for selection of
PP

the diffraction like events, is shown in Fig. 12. The curves are predictions of

the parametrizations (3) and (5) when the max(Ay) method is applied. None of

the models describe the experimental distribution well. The peripheral phase space

parametrization including A( 1236)-production fails completely, and the multiperi-

pheral parametrization fails to describe the change in the slope of the logarithmic

distribution. Obviously the application of the more restrictive hemisphere method

does not change the general shape of the t1 -distribution.

Figs. 13a-d show the angular distributions of the individual particles in the

(p* ir ir~tr~) system obtained with the max(Ay) selection method. The polar
PP

coordinates 9 and 0 are defined relative to a right handed coordinate system,
C C

in which the z-axis is in the direction of the momentum in over all CM of the

(pir v it v ) system, and the y-axis is in the direction of the normal to the

production plane in overall CM. The 0 distributions are folded around 180°.
C

One observes that all distributions are anisotropical. The cos8 distribution of

the protons is obviously asymmetrical. The asymmetry parameter for the cosfi
C

distribution of the pions y - (N_,-N )/N +N ), where N and N are respectively
F B r B * + P

the number •>;'; articles going forward and backward in the (pw ir viT) rest

system, ,s iound to be -0.1C + 0 .03. The data is thus not compatible with forward/

backward symmetry. We have investigated if the observed anisotropies could be

removed through cuts in the subsample. Fig. 12 shows that the t'-distribution

has a tail with a smaller slope than the major part of the distribution. Figs. 14a

and b show the cosft-dlstribution of pions and protons in the class pp ~ p/pff v w~w",

obtained with the max(Ay) method with the restriction t1 * -0 .6 (GeV/c)* (dotted
PP c

line). Obviously the structure remains in both distributions after the cut. In this

respect the event» in the tail of the t' -distribution do not show a behaviour

different from the other events in the subsample.
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We have also investigated the cos t -distributions of the particles in the

(pff it n'v ) system obtained with the more restrictive hemisphere method (shaded

parts in Figs. 14a and b). Here, the cost -distribution of the pions has a shape

which is similar to the one obtained with the max(Ay) method, whereas the cost -
PP c

distribution of the protons is compatible with isotropy.

The angular distributions have been compared to the parametrizations (3) and (5)

(Figs. 13 and 14). The models are able to roughly describe the main features of

the experimental distributions. The peripheral phase space parametrization (3)

describes the distributions quite well except the cost -distributions of the pions.

The model gives an exaggerated variation of this distribution but predicts the dip in
+ + - -

the very backward direction in the rest system of the {pit it it it ) system. The

multiperipheral parametrization (S) does not describe the cost -distribution of

pions and protons well. Generally the parametrization (5) heavily exaggerates

the variations in these variables. Obviously the peaking in the forward direction in

cos 8 of the protons could be decreased if the protons were made less peripheral

by changing the parameters in (S), for example by an increase of the amount of baryon

exchange. This procedure should also decrease the backward peak in the cost -

distribution of the pions. However, this change should at the same time make the

t* -distribution less steep (Fig. 12) and for the amount of events in the class
° + + - -

PP " P/P* ff ff tr the prediction should become worse than the present value
(Table 2).

We have also applied the hemisphere method to the samples generated with the

aid of (3) and then generated the cost -distributions (full drawn curves in Figs. 14a
C

and b). The model is able to describe the experimental angular distributions well

also when this selection method is used, for instance the dip in the backward

direction of the pion cost -distribution and the approximate isotropy of the proton
cost -distribution,c

In the first models of diffraction dissociation processes, e.g. the "Nova" model

of Jacob and Slansky [23], one (or both) of the Incoming particles are diffractively

excited into "fireballs" with subsequent isotropical decay in their respective rest

systems. However, recent data are in disagreement with the conjecture of isotropy

of the constituent particles in the rest system of the diffractively produced system

[24, 26]. Our observations are thus compatible with these results.
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10. COMPARISON WITH THE REACTION TYPES t*p -»*/pwVw~»~

in a six prong it p experiment at 16 GeV/c [6], the hemisphere method described

earlier has been used for selection of the reaction types

T p - ir /pit it ir it (20)

containing candidates for diffraction dissociation of the protons. In these reactions
+ + - - . 2

the kinematically allowed interval of the (pir ir it it ) effective mass in GeV/c is

{1.5-5.4) compared to (1.5-5.2) in our case. This near agreement between the

ranges of M (pit it i r i r ) together with the similar CM energies (5.56 GeV in the

it p reactions and 6.12 GeV in the pp reactions) makes a comparison of the two

processes meaningful.

If the events of the types pp - p/ptr it it it and ir p - ir /pir ir ir ir are mainly

produced via a S.D.D. mechanism, one expects the factorization property of

single Pomeron exchange to hold at least approximately. The matrix elements for

the IT p - and pp- processes analyzed should then be of the form [26]:

T oc v <M,t).f(t).y<t) (21)
ir a if

T <r yc(M,t)'f(t)«y (t) . (22)
p 5 p

The y-s are the residue factors corresponding to the different vertices, M is the

mass of the (pit it ir n ) system, and t is the four momentum transfer from the

incoming p•• >to: KJ this system. The factorization hypothesis gives a prediction

of the ratio between the partial cross sections for the two reaction types:

» c
J>p(t)'f(t) |2[J>5(M,t) |2R5<M)dM]dt

/lyff(t)|2dt a e l (ir+
P)

Here R.(M) is the phase space intergral for the 5-body final state (pmnnr)

at the CM energy M.
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IB the tp-reacttons only the target gives rise to proton dissociation, and ther«-

fore the factor 1/2 must be incorporated in the pp -p/pw n * if ontn« »<"-Ut>n

to compensate for the two incoming protons in reaction (1). The factor C is the
+

ratio between the flux factors in the w p- and pp-reautions. An analogous relation is

valid with ff replaced by ir . In Eq. 23 one has utilized that the phase spaces of

the six prong up and pp reactions are similar, and also assumed that the t-

dependence of the factors y (t) and y (t) are not too different, and finally that the

matrix elements mainly depend on M,t and s . From the results in Sect. 7 and those

presented in Ref. 6, one obtains:

11") = 0 . 3 8 ± 0 . 0 7
1 , + + - -
?9(pp -p/pir ir ir tr )

y
&a(pp -p/pir tr ir ir")

= o . 4 5 ± 0 . 1 0 .

From w p and pp elastic scattering data [27, 28], one obtains:

ffel(t+p)

, t - 0.44 + 0.08
°el (PP)

. , = 0.47 + 0.08 .
(PP)

These results thus show that the factorization property is fulfilled within errors

for the partial cross sections of the compared S.D.D. processes.

Earlier, the factorization hypothesis has been found to be valid in a comparison

of the reactions pp -»ppir IMT at 19 GeV/c and ir'p -» ff'pir fi~n° at 16 GeV/c [29]

and in a comparison of the reactions pp -ppir n~ at 19 GeV/c and tr'p - n'pir ir~

at 16 OeV/c [30] and also for the reactions pp - ppff° and pp -prnr at 19 GeV/c

compared to the reactions v p - ff ptr and K p - n nir at 18 OeV/c [31],

The factorization hypothesis also gives relations between various differential

cross sections. For the miss distributions of the diffraction produced systems,

one obtains:
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2 2

d\1 w |v (M,t)-f(t)-y (t)| R <M)dt
—— = C - - — = const, (independent of M) (24)
Jp. J|y5(M,t)-f(t)-y (t)| R5(M)dt
dM

do da
Here •—- and — T are differential cross sections for the wp- and pp-reactions

d\i dM
in question.

This relation holds under similar conditions as (23). Fig. 15a gives the normalized
+• + - _

M(pir IT v it ) distributions obtained with the hemisphere method applied on the

discussed pp- and iTp-reactions. The distributions from the irp-reaGtiMs are

taken from Ref. [6] , where the samples from the two channels are added. A
2

X -test gives the probability 0.65 that the shapes of the parent distributions are

the same, a result in accordance with the factorization hypothesis.

Analogous to the above consideration, one expects that the distributions of "internal"

variables of the diffraction produced systems should be similar (the dependence

on such variables in the matrix element are contained in the y -factor). In words,

the relations (21) and (22) state that the properties of the diffractively produced

system is independent of the nature of the non-dissociated particle.

Figs. 15 b and c demonstrate good agreement between the M(pir )- and M(ptr ir")-

distributians in the S.D.D. class of the two experiments. In contrast, a clear

discrepancy can be seen between the M(ir it ^distributions (Fig. 15d). Hare the

sample obtained from the IT p-reactions contains a pronounced p (770) signal

which is much weaker in our case. Consequently the hypothesis of factorization does

not appear to be well satisfied for the M(tr it') variable, but the effect could be

due to influx from the pion dissociation process.
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I t . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

*• + — —
The investigation of possible clustering effects in the reaction pp - pptr if w ir

at 19 GeV/c has given the following results.

In the two dimensional distribution of dispersion s versus mean y in rapidity

of the produced pions within each individual event, no clear structure is observed,

contrary to the case at high energy for the same reaction. However, a comparison

with the "peripheral phase space" (3) and the multiperipheraJ (5) parametrization

reveals that the experimental distribution has an overpopulation, compared to

these two "one component" models, in the two regions of the s -y distribution

where S.D.D. events are expected to be found.

The effects observed in the rapidity distributions of the secondaries, when the

positive longitudinal direction in CM is defined in such a way that the proton with

the largest absolute value in rapidity always goes forward, are found to be con-

sequences of four momentum conservation and peripherally. No conclusions about

reaction mechanisms can be drawn from this kind of analysis.

Various operational selection methods, which group the secondaries into two

clusters within each event, have been applied to the sample. The results are

similar to those obtained for the same reaction at other incoming momenta. It is

observed that the fraction of events with both secondary protons in one cluster
+ - + -

decrease* with energy. The relative sizes of the classes pir it /pit n and

pir 1T /p* #" show thai charge exchange AQ = 2 is supressed compared to

what is expected from simple statistical arguments.

The partial cross section corresponding to the fraction of events which are

candidates to S.D.O., pp -p/pir n iTtT, is found to increase with incoming

momentum, both when the max(6y) and when the hemisphere method is

used to define the sample. With the present methods it is not possible

to judge whether this observation mirrors an increase in the fraction

of S.D.D. in reaction (1) or only is a consequence of kinematics and the selection

method used. Further it is not possible to deduce which method gives the best

estimate of the S.D.D. component in reaction (1).
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2
A statistical analysis detecting clustering effects in phase space, the "<*) -

method", has been applied. When longitudinal momenta or rapidities of the

secondaries are used as observables, the method indicates clustering in phase

space, whereas no effects are obtained when transverse momenta are used.

It was concluded in Ref. 16 that the formation of heavy clusters involving

most of the secondary particles was responsible for the observed effects when
•>

the uT-analysis was applied to reaction (1) at 28 GeV/c. We can make this
2

statement more precise. A combination of the u) -method with an operational

selection method indicates that the distribution of events in phase space has main-

ly two population centers, one consisting of events with the kinematical configura-

tion expected for those produced via single diffraction dissociation. The clusters

thus consist of all the secondaries except one proton. No other configuration has

b jen found which can be a possible source of the observed effects. The results of
2

the u -analysis are therefore consistent with the two component picture.

2
However, an application of the ui -method to pure phase space events, shows that

o
a large value of the sample mean (ntc ) is not necessarily an effect of clustering

2 n

in phase space. The u; -method alone can therefore never give a convincing

evidence for the presence of such effects. The procedure is to be regarded only

as a simple attempt to statistically test the presence of clustering. Such

a test should always precede an application of any operational selection method in

order to judge the usefulness of dividing the sample into subsets each supposed to

be dominated by a certain reaction mechanism.

The events which are candidates for a S.D.D. process have been separately in-

vestigated, and the features of this class have been compared to the simple

multiperipheral and peripheral phase space parametrizations. It is then found

that most of the experimental distributions can be at least approximately described

by these two simple one component models. However, the angular distributions of

the constituent particles in the (pir ir ir ir ) system, in particular the cos6 -

distribution of the pions, are more isotropic than the models predict. The observed

features do not give any clear support for or against the presence of a diffractive

component in the investigated sample.
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The properties of the S.D.D. class have been compared with the corresponding

ones observed in analyses of the reactions i r p - p i r i r i f w i r at 16 GeV/c. It

is then found that the partial cross sections corresponding to the fractions of

events in the S.D.D. classes defined by the hemisphere selection method, are

compatible with factorization. Also the effective mass distributions of the

diffractively produced systems resemble each other in the pp- and ir p-reactions,
4 _

in accordance with the factorization hypothesis. An exception is the M(ir n ) -

distributions, where the 0(770) is strongly produced in the ir p-reactions,

whereas no clear signal is visible in reaction (1). The approximate validity of

the factorization property indicates that the partial cross section for the S.D.D.

process cannot be appreciably smaller than the value obtained with the hemisphere

method («• 0.07 mb).

In conclusion, although r»any features of reaction (1) can be explained as simple

consequences of four momentum conservation and peripherally, the analysis of
— 2

the s -y-distribution, the results of the to -analysis and the factorization test on

partial cross sections together give evidence for the presence of a single diffrac-

tion dissociation process pp - p/ptr w ff'ff" in reaction (1) at 19 GeW/c.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. Results from the application of the three quasi two body selection

methods to reaction (1). For comparison, available results obtained

at other energies are quoted [4, 5 ] . The numbers are percentages

of the total samples considered.

Table 2. Results of the operational selection method max(öy) applied to
PP

simulated samples. The matrix elements (3) and (5) have been used.

Table 3. The partial cross sectiona at various energies corresponding to the

fraction of events obtained in the class pp -p/pir ir tr"ir~ when the

max(Ay) and the hemisphere methods are applied.

2 2
Table 4. The means (4<ii ) and (6UJ ) for the total experimental and

4 o
reference samples. The errors given are purely statistical. For

2
comparison, <6u>. > values obtained for reaction (1) at 28 GeV/c [16]o
are quoted. Here and 4> = l /F( l -F) .

2
Table 5. The means (4<w ) for the subsamples defined by the max<<iy)

4 2 PP
method (see text). In the upper part of this table the (4u,~')-values
are calculated with use of F for the total considered sample in (14).

2
In the lower part of the table, the (4u> )-values are calculated with
use of F for the particular subsample considered. The notation

+ + — -*
PP /p/fMT 9 w t stand for all classes of events except the "single

dissociative class" pp - p/p* v n't'. The weight i> is equal to unity.



TABLE 1

pp -

p/pw «r TT w

pir /pff tr tr

pir~/ptr ir V

p» ir /pff ir

pff ir /pv ir

ppmir/(4-m)ir

AB+ 0

19 GeV/c
naax(^y) hemisphere

34.1 i 2.2 37.3 ± 2 . 3 16.1 ±1 .5

20.8 + 1.7 25.3 + 1.9 2 6 . 2 + 2 . 0

10.7 ±1 .3 13.9 + 1.4 19.3 1 1 . 7

13.2 + 1.4 17.3 + 1.6 2 3 . 4 + 1 . 9

4 . 7 ± 0 . 9 6.2 + i.O 1 0 . 5 + 1 . 3

16.6 ±1 .6 - 4.6 ± 0 . 8

12 GeV/c Ref. 4
max(Ay) hemisphere

26.7 ± 0 . 9 10.2 ±0 .6

16.4 ± 0 . 8 26.4 ±0 .9

10.6 i 0.7 18.3 ± 0 . 8

10.5 +0.6 24.9 ±0 .9

3 . 0 ± 0 . 4 9 . 8 ± 0 . 6

32.8 + 1.0 10.4 ±0 .6

24 GeV/c Ref. 4 | 28 GeV/c Kef. 5
hemisphere

39.2 ±1 .1 17.9 ±0 .9

18.7 + 0.9 25.7 + 1.0

1 3 . 5 + 0 . 8 21.6 + 1.0

12.7 + 0.8 23.9 + 1.0

3.0 ± 0.4 6.9 +0 .6

1 2 . 9 + 0 . 8 4 . 0 ± 0 . 5

3 9 + 3

16 + 2

1 3 + 2

14 ±2

3 ±1

14 ±2



TABLES

1

Class

PP -
p/pw 9 » V

pw /p» » V
- . + - -

pV /pff V 9

p» t 7P» •"

pt tr /pff"#"

Peripheral phase space
including A(1236) pro-
duction (Eq. 3)

22.4 + 1.0

25.2 ± 1.1

23.4 + 1.0

18.8 ± 0.9

10.2 i 0.7

Multiperipheral
parametriz ation
(Eq. 5)

29.6 ± 0.5

46.7 + 0.7

23.7 ± 0.5

TABLE 3

Incoming
momentum

GeV/o

12
Ref. 4

19
This exp.

24
R«f. 4

28
Ref. 5

206
Ref. 21

Partial cross

max(Ay)

0.126 ±0.014

0.143 ±0.016

0.153 * 0.016

0.17»* 0.021

section (mb)

hemisphere

0.048*0.006

0.068 i 0.009

0.070 ± 8.008

-

0.19 ±0.03



TABLE 4

[Peripheral
phase space (2) •

Huitiperipheral
parametrization (5)

Peripheral phase
apace including (3)
6(1236) production

Pure phase space

19 GeV/c

4 1 4 i 6 1

0.167 + 0.005 G.96 +0.01 0.084 ± 0.002

0.126 ±0.003 0.76 ±0.02 0.066 ± 0.001

0.132 ±0.003 0.79 ±0.03 0.069 ± 0.002

0.124+0.003 0.76 ±0.02 0.067+0.002

0.123 10.002 0.73 ±0.01 0.098 ±0.001

28 GeV/c

Ref. 16

0.0864

0.0636

0.0738



TABLE 5

Class

PP-

p/pmnr

pir/pwwv

pmr/pwr

PP -

p/pfWWff

(reflected)

PP >*

p/pmww
(tmreflected)

Data

0.270 ± 0.007

0.124 10.004

0.074 ±0.003

0.139 ±0.006

0.098 ±0.003

Peripheral
phase space

Eq. 2

0.197 +0.004

0.114 ±0.004

0.076 10.002

0.127 ±0.004

0.092 ±0.002

Multiperipheral
parametrization

Eq. 5

0.213 ±0.004

0.106 ±0.002

0.072 ±0.001

0.130 ±0.005

0.092 ± 0.002



nav RE CAPTIONS •

Fig. 1 The longitudinal momenta in CM of (a) protons and (b) pions. The mil ;

drawn curves arc obtained with matrix element (21, the broken ones •

with (3) and the dotted ones with (5). j

Fig. '_' The effective mass distributions of (a) the (ptr) system and (b) the (pw ) |

system. The curves are obtained with matrix elemmt (3) including a I

Breit Wigner function of the simple form (4). J

Fig. 3 The multiperipheral graps considered in this investigation. |

Fig. 4a The two dimensional distribution of s versus y. The definition of

the variables are described in the text.

Fig. 4b The s - distribution. The full drawn curve is the prediction of peri-

pheral phase space (3) and the dotted one is the prediction of the

peripheral parametrization (5).

Fig. 4c The |y |-distribution for various cuts in s . Broken line: total sample,

ful) drawn line: s « s - 1.05, shaded area: s £ 0.7. The fall drawn

and dotted curves are the |y (distributions of samples, subject to the

restriction s < 1.05, generated with the matrix elements (3) and (5),

respectively.

Fig. 5. The distributions in "ordered" longitudinal rapidity of secondary

protons. The points with error bars are experimental, whereas

the full drawn distribution is obtained with the procedure de-

s c ibed in the text. The full drawn line is ordered longitudinal

rapidity distribution obtained with matrix element (3).

Fig. 6 The distributions of the pions with (a) the largest, (b) the next largest,

(c) the next slowest and (d) the slowest "ordered rapidity" within each

event. The curves are obtained with matrix element (3).

Fig. 7. The effective mass distribution between the sole proton p . and one v

in the class pp - p./p-Jf if w"n~. The curve is the prediction of matrix
A o

element (3).



Fig. 8 Frequency distributions of 4u! " lor the total sample (a), and for the

three cluster classes (b,c,d) defined in the text. The full drawn and

dotted curves are obtained from the parametrizations (2) and (5),
2

respectively. All 4<*> -values are calculated relative the F-distribution

of the total sample under consideration and with t ; 1 in Kq. 14.

Fig. 9 Frequency distributions of 4,us* obtained with i i/F(l -F) m Kq. 14

for the three cluster classes defined in the text. The full drawn and

dotted curves are obtained from the parametrizations (2) and (5)
2

respectively. All 4o> -values are calculated

tion of the total sample under consideration.

2
respectively. All 4o> -values are calculated relative the F-distribu-

Fig. 10 Frequency distributions of lw "* for (a) the "dissociative" and (b) the

"non-dissociative" samples as described in the text. Here <M 1,

and each 4u) value is calculated with use of the F-distrihution of4

the particular subsample to which the event belongs. The ful! drawn

and dotted curves are obtained from the parametrizations (2) iaui t5)

respectively.
+ + - _

Fig. 11 The effective mass of the system (pit ir ir v ) in the class
+ + - _

PP "* P/Pff IT ir ir selected with the max (Ay) method described in
PP

Sect. 7. The full drawn and dotted curves are obtained irotn the

parametrizations (3) and (5) respectively.

Fig. 12 Distribution of the reduced four momentum transfer t ' from the in-

coming proton to the system (pff ir n~ir~). The sample is obtained with

the max(Ay) method and the hemisphere method. The full drawn

and dotted curves are obtained from the parametrizations (3) and (5)

respectively, with the max(Ay) method applied.

Fig. 13 Angular distributions of protons and pions in the rest system of the
+ + - -

group (pv it U it ) in the final state of the events in the class

PP - p/pw ff itu- The angles are defined in the text. The fu]J drawn

and dotted curves are obtained from the parametrizations (3) and (5)

respectively.



Fig. 14 The cos6-distt ibutions of protons and pions in the (pt f t ff ) rest

system of the events in the class pp - p/pir v it n . The angles

are defined in the text. The full drawn distribution is the total sample

obtained with the max(Ay) method described in Sect. 7. The broken
PP

line is the sample obtained with the max(Ay) method and with the
PP

restriction t' £ -0 .6 . The shaded area is the sample obtained with

the hemisphere method described in Sect. 7. The full drawn curve is

obtained from the parametrization (3) with the hemisphere method

applied on the generated sample.

Fig. 15. Comparison of mass distributions in the processes if p -it /pn v V v

at i 6 GeV/c [G] and pp - p/ptr it irir" at 19 GeV/c. The hemisphere

method, described in the text, has been used for ail three reactions

in the selection of the subsamples considered. The full drawn distribu-

tions are obtained from the pp-reactions and the dotted ones from the

v p-reactions. In the latter case the contributions from the ff and n

reactions have been added [6] and normalized to the number of entries

in the corresponding pp-distributions.
+ + - -

a) The M(pir n it n ^distribution

b) The M(ptr+)-distribution

c) The M(pir rr~)-distribution

d) The M(ff .V)-distribution, M(ptr J not in A++(1236).
A A
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